
Math Skills

� patterns: recognizing,
extending 

� one-to-one
correspondence

� counting

Materials

� reproducible glyph
patterns and legend
from pages 22–24

� completed turkey
glyph

� scissors
� glue or paste
� crayons

Gobble Up Glyphs!

November

Creating the Glyph

Distribute copies of the turkey glyph patterns and the legend to
students. Review the legend, one characteristic at a time, as you
display a turkey you have completed. Then distribute the other
materials. Invite students to use the legend to create their own
personal turkey glyph.

Critical Thinking

Choose one attribute and arrange some of the completed turkey
glyphs in an AB/AB pattern. For example, use the wattle and
make a red/pink/red/pink pattern. Have students look at the
glyphs and identify the pattern. Then ask them to select a turkey
glyph that would come next to extend the pattern. Repeat the
activity using another attribute to create another pattern, such as
an ABC/ABC pattern using the color of the feet.
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FEATHERS IN AB/AB
PATTERN: 4 people

ORANGE WATTLE:
Have seen parade in
person

TAN BODY:
Going away for
Thanksgiving

PURPLE WING:
Pie is favorite
food

ORANGE FEET:
Will eat dinner far away
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Explore More

® Math Ask students to collect information from family
members about their favorite foods to eat at Thanksgiving.
Then create bar graphs or pictographs to represent their find-
ings. To limit the variations that need to be depicted on the
graph, you might brainstorm a list of five or six items with
the class and then have them limit choices to those items.

® Math, Language Arts Bring in a simple recipe for stuffing or
cranberry sauce and use it with the class. Help students read
the recipe, practice measuring ingredients, and increase the
amount of the recipe if necessary to feed the entire class. After
the cooking and eating, have students write a sequence story
explaining the steps of the process.

® Math Have students compare the number of letters in their
first and last names. Have students use the name that has
more letters, make that number of feathers, and use this
quantity of feathers to make a pattern. For example, if a
student’s name has eight letters, he or she would make a
pattern using eight feathers.

All About Turkeys by Jim
Arnosky. Scholastic Books,
1998.
This book includes infor-
mation about turkeys’ habi-
tats, behavior, life cycle, and
physical characteristics.

Thanksgiving at the
Tappletons by Eileen
Spinelli. HarperTrophy,
1982.
Mrs.Tappleton wakes up
early on Thanksgiving Day
to prepare the holiday
meal. She assigns family
members different jobs to
help her. However, each
member of the family
encounters a different
problem, which they must
resolve before the relatives
arrive.

‘Twas the Night Before
Thanksgiving by Dav
Pilkey. Scholastic Books,
1990.
Eight children board a bus
to visit a turkey farm the
day before Thanksgiving.
When they learn the fate
of the turkeys, the children
devise a plan to help them
escape.
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2 How many people live in your home?
Use six feathers. Color them to make a pattern.

AB/AB pattern

exactly four 
people

AAB/AAB pattern

more than
four people

ABC/ABC pattern

fewer than 
four people

Pattern of
Feathers

3 Where will you eat your Thanksgiving meal?

orange

far away

pink

at my house

red

near my house

Color of Feet

5 What is your favorite Thanksgiving food?

brown

stuffing

purple

pie

black

turkey

yellow

other

Color of Wing

4 Have you seen a Thanksgiving parade?

red

yes, on 
television

orange

yes, in person

pink

no

Color of Wattle
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1 What are your Thanksgiving plans?

tan

I am going away.

brown

I am not going away.

Color of Body

Name 

Legend

Gobble Up Glyphs!
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Gobble Up Glyphs!9999999
Turkey patterns
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Gobble Up Glyphs!9999999
Turkey patterns
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